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The ICE – Italian Trade Agency is the Italian government organ-
ization working to develop, facilitate and promote economic 
and commercial relationships abroad and marketing Italian 
goods and services internationally. It further promotes the 
“Made in Italy” image around the world and Italy itself as a 
destination for foreign investment.

The ICE – Italian Trade Agency operates under the author-
ity and supervision of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Cooperation (MAECI). Through its international 
presence, alongside the Italian diplomatic network, the ICE – 
Italian Trade Agency works together with business organiza-
tions and other public and private entities to offer coordinated 
support for businesses and Italian organizations involved in 
the globalization process.

From its Rome headquarters, with offices in Milan and around 
the world, the ICE – Italian Trade Agency provides information, 
assistance and promotion services to businesses and institu-
tions, encouraging cooperation within the industrial, agricultur-
al and agri food sectors, distribution and tertiary businesses, 
to expand the presence of Italian companies on international 
markets. In order to support the Italian industrial and foundry 
sector the ICE – Italian Trade Agency offers a wide range of 
initiatives worldwide, such as participation in trade fairs, pres-
entations and bilateral workshops.

In Germany the ICE – Berlin office organizes many promo-
tional events with Italian regions, provinces, manufacturers 
associations, chambers of commerce, private companies and 
collective pavilions in international trade fairs.

Headquarters:
ICE – Agenzia per la promozione all’estero e
l’internazionalizzazione delle imprese italiane
Via Liszt, 21
00144 Roma/Italy
costruzioni@ice.it
www.ice.it

German Office:
ICE – Italienische Agentur für Außenhandel
Schlüterstr. 39
10629 Berlin/Germany
berlino@ice.it
www.ice.it/en/markets/germany
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finco

Via Brenta 13
00198 Roma Italy

+39 06 855 5203
segreteria@fincoweb.org
www.fincoweb.org

FINCO is an Italian general Federation of Industries for products, 
systems and services for construction and maintenance. As Fed-
eration Finco is not usually directly related to firms but to National 
Umbrella Organizations of Construction Sector. At the moment 
it puts together 40 Associations representing, among the others, 
the following fields: historical and monumental restoration, 
renewable energies (biomass, geothermy and hydroelectricity), 
doors, overhead doors, shutters, roofings, tecnical curtains, 
mosquito nets, external and sunscreen protection systems and 
components, thermo-chimneys, equipements (thermical, electri-
cal and telephonic), safety harnesses and belts, metal carpentry, 
fireplaces and stoves for interiors, safety fire systems, fastening 
tools, sound barriers, scaffoldings, geognosy surveys, accident 
prevention signs, façades with integrated sunshade systems,  
metal sheet building pieces, solar shields, zenithal systems, 
curtain wall, aluminium and pvc windows, doors and gates, rolling 
shutter, loading systems, roofing systems, pluvial and gutters,  
condominium administration companies, remediation and 
asbestos removal services, parkland and landscaping companies 
(realization and maintenance), plant system suppliers, electrical 
equipment and other services sectors linked to construction.
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caseitaly

Via Brenta 13
00198 Roma

+39 06 855 5203
info@caseitaly.it
www.caseitaly.it 

In the construction and redevelopment market, the Associa-
tions that represent the four major commodity sectors that 
manufacture in Italy and bear the “Made in Italy” label have felt 
the need to significantly increase their share of exports. This 
is CASEITALY: a way to effectively promote these companies, 
their values, their products and services. The four benchmark 
Associations, (ACMI, ANFIT, ASSITES and PILE) with the 
support and direction of the FINCO Federation and the deci-
sive support of MAECI (Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Cooperation), through ITA (Italian Trade Agency), 
will attend different international fairs of great strategic 
importance. 

CASEITALY is much more than the sum of the Associations 
and companies involved: it represents the best of Italian pro-
duction and a true tool of internationalisation for hundreds of 
companies who will be able to increase their share of exports.

acmi 
Assocostruttori Chiusure e Meccanismi Italia

Viale Aldo Moro, 22
40127 Bologna (BO)

+39 3516340674
acmi@assoacmi.it
www.assoacmi.it

ACMI is the Italian Association that gathers the manufactur-
ers of technical doors and shutters for every type of civil and 
industrial application as well as components and accessories 
to complement and integrate them. It offers support in the is-
sues of specific interest to the represented the market sector, 
keeping relations with public and governmental organizations, 
standardization and certification bodies, Italian and foreign, in 
charge of the areas of interest of its members. 

ACMI prepares and offers business consulting services help-
ing its associates to achieve the qualifications needed for the 
production and marketing of products of their interest. About 
it, the Association undertakes to promote solutions that can 
guarantee sustainability and energy saving, for the economic 
benefit of end users without compromising its safety and 
quality.

foglio block notes.indd   1 04/10/22   18:27
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anfit
Associazione Nazionale per la tutela della Finestra made in Italy

Viale Cavour 116
44121 Ferrara (Fe)

+39 0532 473492
info@anfit.it
www.anfit.it

ANFIT’s main purpose is to promote quality windows 
conceived, designed and crafted entirely in Italy by Italian 
companies, inspecting and ensuring that strict quality, safety, 
environmental protection and energy savings criteria are met 
for consumer satisfaction in Italy and abroad.

ANFIT informs its Members of technical and regulatory 
updates, and takes part in the Italian and European deci-
sion-making processes that determine the rules of the market 
to protect Italian window manufacturers.

ANFIT participates at events, fairs, conferences, and fosters 
promotional campaigns with press articles to disseminate the 
Italian-made ANFIT window.

The top companies in the sector of window and window frame 
production and installation operate within this Association.

assites
Associazione Italiana Tende, Schermature Solari 
e Chiusure Tecniche Oscuranti

Via Brenta 13
00198 Roma

+39  06 855 5203
assites@assites.it
www.assites.it

ASSITES’ role is to represent the knowledge of blinds in their 
entirety – including solar shading, shutters, outdoor blinds, 
indoor blinds, and insect screens – in the national market and 
consumer perception. It actively works to spread knowledge of 
industry issues and to monitor market requirements, helping 
companies to meet them. 

Qualified companies of any size – that manufacture and 
supply products and/or raw materials in the sector of solar 
shading, shutters, indoor and outdoor blinds, and insect 
screens – can become members of the Association. Addi-
tionally, professionals (technicians, consultants and scholars), 
sales agents or representatives and associations or industry 
bodies can also be part of the Association, as associate mem-
bers and supporters. ASSITES offers day-to-day assistance 
on industry entrepreneurship, and constant updates through 
news, information capsules and internal communications, 
monitoring trends and market developments at the national 
and international level and offering support to companies that 
wish to undertake a process of internationalization.
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associazione p.i.l.e.
Via Sandro Pertini 10
21010 Arsago Seprio (VA)

+39 0331768951 int. 4
segreteria@associazionepile.org
www.associazionepile.org

P.I.L.E. (Produttori installatori lattoneria edile) is the only is the 
only association in Italy for the protection and development of 
the building tinsmithery sector. 
Founded in 1993, it actively participates in the development 
of the sector, actively participating in regulatory tables and 
promoting training and innovation in the sector. At the moment 
more then 60 companies are P.I.L.E.’s partners and the num-
ber is constantly growing up.

arco industrie s.r.l.
Via Valtesino km 4,500
63065 Ripatransone (AP)

+39 07359077
info@arcoindustrie.it
www.arcoindustrie.it 

Arco Industrie S.r.l. combines over thirty years’ experience in 
the area of industrial and residential doors manufacturing with 
the synergy and the economic capacity of the leading compa-
nies in the fields of panels manufacture for the construction 
industry and the engineering and design for industrial refrig-
eration plants. The company operates two production sites in 
Europe with automated production lines manufacturing high 
quality products at competitive prices always on schedule with 
our customer requests.

In its 2 factories, one in Ripatransone (AP) and one in Colon-
nella (TE), Arco produces: 
• Loading ramps, dock shelters and logistics management 

systems 
• Overhead sectional doors and folding/Hangar doors 
• Doors for industrial cold rooms and fruits preservation (Con-

trolled Atmosphere Cold doors).
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c.l.c. s.r.l.
Via Alessandro Volta 12 
36034 Malo (VI) 

+39 0445 602577
info@clc-srl.com
www.clc-srl.com

C.L.C. has been producing quality components for the roofing 
and building industries since 1974.

We are known for the reliability of our products, the result of 
high specialization, technological innovation and continuous 
investments. C.L.C. is appreciated for the level of services it 
provides to customers before, during and after the sale.
For these reasons, C.L.C. elbows, collars, edge outlets, chim-
ney flashings and skylights are the best convenient choice that 
enhances itself over time. C.L.C. products are created from 
the best raw materials and are formed through continuously 
improved manufacturing processes.

Rigorous testing repeatedly verifies that each item meets the 
most stringent application standards, to ensure maximum 
quality and longevity for users.

dla handles s.r.l.
Via Fiamme Verdi 8
25078 Vestone (BS)

+39 0365 821054 
info@dlahandles.it
www.dlahandles.it

DLA Handles was founded in year 2020 from Mr. Antonio De 
Lorenzis after his more than 40 years experience in Hardware 
section and 20 years International sales with the aim to offer 
to the market a complete range of hardware for projects 
entirely
Made In Italy where the budget is permitting it and made 
elsewhere when the budget is low. Why our focus is mostly 
concentrated on Made in Italy material:
Historically “Made in Italy” was an English expression used by 
Italian manufacturers, especially from the 1980s onwards, as 
part of a process re-evaluation and defense of the Italianity 
product, in order to counter the falsification of the Italian arti-
san and industrial production, especially in the four traditional 
sectors of fashion, food, furniture and mechanics (cars, design 
and design, industrial machinery and ships), also known
as “Le quattro A/the 4 A”:
Clothing/Abbigliamento - Agro/food
Furniture/Arredamento and Automobile
Abroad, in fact, Italian products had gained a reputation over 
time, with a corresponding commercial advantage. They were 
generally recognized for the average Italian product, or at 
least expected to have, remarkable craftsmanship, attention 
to detail, imagination of design and shape, durability. Italian 
products had historically been associated with quality, differ-
entiation elegance and provenance from famous traditional 
Italian industrial sector.
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ginko safe design s.r.l.
Via Solari, 19
20144 Milano

Sede Operativa e Amministrativa
Via dell’Artigianato, 35
21040 Origgio (VA)

+39 02 96734168 
info@ginko.it
www.ginko.it

GINKO SAFE DESIGN systems are at the top of passive safety 
solutions. The perfect combination between design and 
technological innovation, create a unique product available for 
all architectural solutions. Our strength is the ability to produce 
windows, doors and shutters, that guarantee the highest levels 
of anti-burglary and/or bulletproof security, certified with the 
most restrictive values request by the market

The great flexibility of the Ginko production allows to create 
a tailor-made product, that you can customize with endless 
combination of materials and finishes, for the most specific 
needs.Our mission is to offer customers a luxury, valuable and 
durable solutions

“Made in Italy” is synonymous of excellence and passion.
For this reason our products are exclusively made at our head-
quarter, to guarantee the maximum quality level. 
We’ll support you from the idea to the end of the project, with 
pre and post-sales assistance.

gmp engineering

Via A. Palladio 50
35010 Paviloa di San Giorgio
in Bosco (PD)

+39 049 9450457
sara.mazzarolo@gmp-engineering.it
www.gmp-engineering.it

We were born as PVC Extrusion Company and later we special-
ized in the processing of rubber, silicone and plastic molding. 
Since 1979 our innovative spirit guides us towards a satisfying
growth that has made us the only Italian company able to offer 
a wide range of products, materials, producing and services.
We are specialized in internal constructions of molds for rub-
ber, silicone and plastics and we
guarantee a skilled and professional production. 
Thanks to the high technical knowledge and our strong com-
petencies, we do not fear anything. 
We develop personalized and high-performance projects 
suitable for any use and sector, thus constantly expanding our 
range of action.
We are consultants in every stage of the production process; 
we share knowledge and suggest the best way to make your 
dreams, ideas and products come true.
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unimetal s.p.a.
Via circonvallazione G. Giolitti 92
12030, Torre San Giorgio (CN)

+39 0172 96155
unimetal@unimetal.net
www.unimetal.net

Unimetal has been working for years in the production of 
industrial, civil, agricultural and gutter covers, offering a wide 
range of practical, safe and cutting-edge products thanks to 
continuous studies and research. The production includes: 
polyurethane insulated panels, mineral fiber insulated panels, 
cold storage panels, photovoltaic modules panels, variable 
radius curved panels, corrugated sheets, metal slabs, facade 
cladding, skylights and smoke evacuators, gutters. Unimet-
al manufactures custom-made parts and, to complete the 
offer, numerous accessories and equipment are available for 
specific customer requests. A technical advice service is also 
available to customers, from the design to the following instal-
lation. Unimetal has also obtained the international ISO 9001 
quality management system certification.

im.va. s.r.l.
Via Buozzi 4/A
41030 San Prospero (MO)

+39 059 908313
info@imva.it
www.imva.it

After nearly 50 years of activity, thanks to continuous r&d 
investments, IM.VA. is one of the european leaders in the man-
ufacturing of industrial doors, from standard-sized to tailored 
for hangars.

Our longterm experience pushes us in search of new solutions, 
in order to expand our current range and find the possibility to 
meet new market needs.
Product range:
• SUPERTHERMIC: insulated folding and sliding doors
• RAPIDLINE: pvc fast acting doors
• NAVIONIX: hangar doors
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ingros coperture s.r.l.
Via dell’Industria 1
30019 San Stino di Livenza (VE)

+39 011 5607560
marketing@ingroscoperture.it
www.ingroscoperture.it

Ingros Coperture is specialized in the production and sale of 
corrugated metal sheets, corrugated systems and accesso-
ries for the construction, requalification or upgrading of civil, 
agricultural and industrial buildings.
The products range includes sandwich panels and corrugated 
metal sheets for roofs and walls, structural systems for floors, 
flashing, accessories and complements, fixings, insulation, 
skylights, sheets and systems in polycarbonate for windows 
and roofs. 

Ingros Coperture products have achieved the strictest certifi-
cations in terms of safety, efficiency and fire protection. Ingros 
Coperture is part of the Isolpack Group (a Turin company that 
has been producing sandwich panels for industrialized build-
ings since 1951) of which SEO (Sales European Organization 
S.r.l.) is the exclusive agency for foreign markets.

moreschi industrial door

Via Lodi 29
24040 Arzago D’Adda (BG) 

+39 363 87791
export.department@moreschisrl.com
www.moreschisrl.it

MORESCHI INDUSTRIAL DOOR is an Italian manufacturer of 
industrial doors.  We produce big dimensions industrial doors 
(folding, sliding, glazed doors). Among our products you can 
also find high-speed doors intended for various industrial sec-
tors such as pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical, cosmet-
ics, electronics, aerospace as well as   Clean ORS high-speed 
doors for environments where low oxygen reduction is required. 
All our products are manufactured according to the require-
ments of our customers, they are CE certified and meet the 
highest quality standards in force in international markets. 
The company was founded in 1967 and and has 7,000 square 
meters used as a production area in the province of Bergamo. 
The company has already been present for several years on 
international markets (France-England, USA, India)
Our mission is to make products that are easy to use, solve our 
customers’ problems and meet the needs of constant develop-
ment market.
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luxury windows italia

Via Flavio Domiziano 40/42
00145 Roma

+39 06 5411815
sales@luxurywindowsitalia.com
www. luxurywindowsitalia.it
Giuseppe Pancione CEO+39 3286186686

Luxury Windows Italia is an Italian Architectural Consultant & 
Trading Agency with affiliations to a leading group of Compa-
nies, Architects, Engineers and Planners.
We have developed a custom-made service that integrates 
craftsmanship with the newest technologies in order to 
provide the finest tools for the realization of your projects in 
every detail: fixtures, doors, gates, furnishings, stairs, curtains, 
garages, flooring, lighting systems and much more.
We provide Made in Italy products all over the world, offering 
our clients a turnkey solution Independently of the size of the 
project.
Over the years we have specialized in minimalist all-glass 
products: cutting- edge solutions in terms of design and 
technology, ultra-thin profiles that almost completely hide 
the frame even on large windows, thus creating an all-glass 
effect creating brighter environments and more spacious and 
pleasant spaces.

naster

Via Tonino da Lumezzane Snc
24057 Martinengo (BG)

+39 035844009
info@naster.it
www.naster.it

Naster is an Italian company, helping its customers and protect-
ing their products. Their mission is based on providing excellent 
customer service and professionalism. Naster has been built 
on a foundation of innovative solutions aimed at guaranteeing 
the safety of each item from possible external agents. The com-
pany invests heavily in research and development to safeguard 
outer surfaces with high quality, resistant and best performing 
technologies on the market. We have an extensive range of 
adhesive tapes for packaging and protection such as: standard, 
paper, car body, and professional tape as well as our line of new 
generation films, specially designed to take care of every detail. 
Technology and innovation are the tools that can project Naster 
into an ambitious future, where innovative products fully meet 
all customer needs. #WeProtectYourSolutions
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sace components s.r.l.
Via dell’industria 47
Zona industriale San Marco Paludi 
63900 Fermo (FM)

+39 0734640631 
edilizia@sacecomponents.com
www.sacecomponents.com

prefer s.r.l.
via F.lli Cervi 63
20023 Cantalupo di Cerro Maggiore (MI)

+39 0331 535900
info@prefer.eu
www.prefer.eu

The mission of SACE INSULATION is to spread the culture of 
environmental sustainability, providing our customers with 
superior performance products. Low environmental impact, 
energy efficiency, lasting quality and reuse: an extensive range 
of advantages given to us by natural and ecological materials, 
which motivates the choice of architects, designers and interi-
or designers the world over.

For over 40 years, SACE Insulation has been producing and 
commercialising cork construction products. We provide 
thermal and acoustic insulation solutions for buildings and 
innovative products useful for ensuring the recovery, the safety 
and the designer of existing structures: anti-seismic supports, 
non-slip flooring for swimming pools or gyms, decorative 
plasters, not least, cork wallpaper and much more.

Since 1941 PREFER is specialized in the development and pro-
duction of locks, cylinders and mechanical closing systems for 
the field of building and furnishing. Especially for: rolling shut-
ters, window shutters, overhead garage doors, sectional doors, 
automatisms and automations , wooden and metallic furnitures,  
gas valves, vending machines,  other special application.
Our main strengths: quality 100% ‘Made-in-Italy’ at competitive 
prices, customizations to guarantee compatibility with local 
norms and standards on foreign markets, continuous invest-
ments to develop new products and new patents.

SERRATURE MADE IN ITALY
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sicurpal s.r.l.
Via dei Mestieri, 12
41030 Bastiglia (MO)

+39 059818179
export@sicurpal.it
www.sicurpal.com

sicc s.r.l. 
Industrial Doors

Via G. Galilei 34
35015 Galliera Veneta (PD)

+39 049 5965097
info@sicc-srl.com
sales@sicc-srl.com
www.sicc-srl.com

For 25 years Sicurpal has been producing for its customers a 
wide-range of products to solve all the problems of falling from 
height in the civil, industrial, historical and green energy sectors. 
Main information:
• Stainless steel products
• Internal testing facility
• ISO 9001 accredited company
• Internal technical department
• Experience in the European and Extra European markets
Our main products 
PBS : Stainless steel deformation device, perfect for wood or 
concrete roof, even with  low structural resistance 
Sicurlam: stainless steel device, perfect for roofs in corrugated 
sheet.
SicurAir: lifeline with double steel cable at the ceiling, designed 
for industrial maintenance on airplanes, buses, trains.
Rails: Rigid aluminum structure, perfect for photovoltaic plants’ 
maintenance.

SICC s.r.l. started in 1983 with the production and installation 
of industrial doors. The company has always paid a lot of 
attention to the needs of the market and especially to customer 
requests. The strong commitment and the trusted relations 
with the buyers, allow Sicc to start with its own full production. 
today Sicc is one of the leading companies in the Italian market 
for industrial closure that celebrates 40 years in the market.
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stv serrature s.r.l.
Italian Factory Lock

Zona Industriale 29
36078 Valdagno (VI)

+39 0445 431194
commerciale@tagliapietra.it
www.stvserrature.it

sina serrature

Via Chiusure 12
25057 Sale Marasino (BS)

+39.030.986336
mail@sinaserrature.com
www.sinaserrature.com

STV SERRATURE was founded in 1969 and which is today 
worldwide known as a leader in its field. Commitment, profes-
sionalism and passion is the key to the quality of our products 
and the main characteristic of the Tagliapietra family and their 
partners. Thanks to the costant investments in researching and 
developing high technological innovative solutions, we offers 
top quality Security Locks, Aluminium Locks, Cylinders and 
many other prodcuts to its customers. 

The great commitment of STV SERRATURE is appreciated and 
rewarded by their existing customers located in more than 80 
countries from all over the world and by new ones who everyday 
learn the quality of our products. STV SERRATURE has been 
ISO 9001 certified since 2006. For over 15 years we has been 
using infinitely recyclable materials in its manufacturing pro-
cesses. We are proud of our 100% Made in Italy products.

Since 1973 Sina Serrature is specialized in manufacturing door 
locks. It belongs to the best Italian family-run business’ tradition, 
yet with a strong vocation to innovation.

50 years of experience and constant research towards the high-
est quality standards make us able today to proudly offer door 
locks which are reliable, technologically advanced and have 
international certifications, in order to meet the ever-changing 
market expectations.

Sina Serrature has earned a reputation both in Italy and abroad: 
we currently sell in more than 40 countries.
Our main purpose is continuing investing in customer satisfac-
tion with door locks which are reliable, technologically advanced 
and with an unmistakable Italian Design.

          LOCKS
www.stvserrature.it

DOOR LOCKS

MADE  IN  ITALY

SINCE 1973
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confindustria marmomacchine

C.so Sempione 30 
20154 Milano

+39 02 315360
info@assomarmomacchine.com
www.assomarmomacchine.com

The Italian MARMOMACCHINE Association - briefly, CONFIND-
USTRIA MARMOMACCHINE - is the Italian Association of Pro-
ducers and Processors of Marbles, Granites and Natural Stones 
in general, and of Manufacturers of Machinery, Complete Plants, 
Tools and Complementary Products to quarry and processing 
Natural Stones. 

The more than 320 companies and territorial consortia belong-
ing to CONFINDUSTRIA MARMOMACCHINE, located in all the 
major Italian production districts, guarantee the association 
broad representation, in Italy and worldwide, as well as a role as 
sole sector interlocutor with ministries, ITA-Italian Trade Agency, 
Confindustria, standardization boards like UNI and CEN, labor 
unions, universities and polytechnics, Italian and foreign federa-
tions and associations, Tradefairs in Italy and around the world.  
The association has always engaged in intense technical job 
training in Italy and abroad, organizing, managing and creating 
highly specialized educational programs and technological 
centers in various parts of the world, with the involvement of 
local governments, institutions and associations.

ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA MARMOMACCHINE
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bossong s.p.a.
Via Enrico Fermi 49/51
24050, Grassobbio (BG)

+39 0353846011
info@bossong.com
www.bossong.com

Bossong SpA is an Italian manufacturer of fastening systems 
since 1962. Deeply specialized in the production of chemical an-
chors (with pure epoxy as strongest product) for anchoring and 
post-installed rebar connection, suitable for all kinds of base 
material and all types of applications, it also offers a complete 
range of nails for direct fixing 100% made in Italy.

ambienti 
Mosaics & More

Via del Lavoro 16
41051 Castelnuovo R. (MO)

+39 059 9613865
ambienti@mosaix.it
www.mosaix.eu

STONES · TILES · MOSAICS : Everything starts from the point 
where nature creates the raw materials. Then, at the factories, 
our people add their know-how, creativity and passion. So that’s 
how we produce our products.  Handmade mosaics, tiles and 
washbasins, with variations and textures that a digital machine 
could never pull off.  Materials such as ceramic, glass, alumin-
ium, stainless steel, natural stone, marble, travertine, granite, 
quartzite, slate, artificial, resin and wood lead to an optical sym-
phony, either alone or together as a material mixture. Whether 
it’s flooring ,  wall or a space where you simply want to make a 
statement, our analog process is reflected in every piece.
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domos s.r.l. 
Via Domenico da Lugo 19 
37023 GREZZANA (VR) 

+39 045 8801029 
domos@domosdesign.it 
www.domosdesign.it

degemar cave s.r.l.
Via Due Giugno 25
00019, Tivoli (RM)

+39 0774283748
amministrazione@degemar.com
www.degemar.com

INSPIRED BY STONE. DRIVEN BY DESIGN.
We are a successful Italian reality that hopefully looks to the 
future.

Our history is deeply rooted in the art of marble manufacturing, 
along with Marmobon and Idealmarmi we can count on 60 
years of experience in the Valpantena/Verona areas, known for 
their history of extraction and manufacturing of Natural Stone.
Domos represents a key development of our companies’ group. 
Through Domos we aim for interacting with architects and 
designers in a working well and flexible way.
The group carries out all the production phases process, from 
the block selection to the finishing of every single piece. 

The technical department is up to supporting the customers 
through the project’s development, proposing innovative solu-
tions using marble, stone, and granites from all over the world. 
In addition, Domos can provide high-standard products such as 
tiles, mosaics, window sills, and cut-to-size products. 

DEGEMAR Group works into the Roman Travertine District of 
Tivoli and Guidonia, close to Rome.

The group founded by architect Vincenzo De Gennaro and 
his brother Leopoldo operates at international level in many 
countries in the World. The availability of quarries with different 
qualities of Classico and Silver Travertine allows production 
of huge quantities of blocks, slabs and tiles according to 
specifications of architectural projects for public or private con-
structions. Travertine was extracted from our quarries to build 
many of most famous palaces and monuments in Rome such 
as the San Peter Church in Vatican City and the Trevi Fountain, 
and many buildings in the world. It is available in different sizes 
and thickness for flooring and wall-coverings cut-to-sizes for 
indoors and outdoors.
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grassi pietre

Via Madonetta 2
36024 Nanto (VI)

+39 0444 639092 
info@grassipietre.it 
www.grassipietre.it

g.b. basaltite s.r.l.
Loc. Polinarda Snc
01023 Bolsena (VT)

+39 320 7083577 Gabriella Schmidt
elettronica basaltite@basaltite.it 
gabriela.basaltite@gmail.com 
www.basaltite.it

Since 1850 Grassi Pietre extracts and processes Vicenza Stone 
from its own quarries located in the Berici Hills (Vicenza). The 
company works any type of marble and stone, operating as a 
stone contractor in complex projects that involve the use of 
different materials and representing an excellent partner for 
architects and designers. With a view to sustainability, Grassi 
Pietre produces also Pietranova and Alpi 4.0, agglomerates of 
cement and Vicenza Stone which, in addition to a remarkable 
technical-aesthetic yield, allow the partial recycling of raw mate-
rials resulting from quarrying and stone processing. 

G.B.Basaltite S.r.l. is the only company quarrying the lavastone 
Basaltite® from its quarry in Central Italy.  
Basaltite® is a platinum-grey coloured lavastone, suitable for 
all applications and the production goes from the 8 mm-panel 
(large sizes as well) to the blockpiece.
The stone and the company as well as the quarry are certified 
ISO 9001, 14001 and 18001 and furthermore Basaltite has been 
honored with a Breeam Award.

The stone has an excellent technical schedule and the most 
prestigious projects worldwide have been specified and sup-
plied with Basaltite®stone in
• the building-industry
• interior design
• naval architecture
• urban work
• as well as for artistic realizations

G.B. Basaltite prides itself on being able to meet and exceed the 
standard of the world’s most exacting Architects and Interior 
Designs.  
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marmi colombare s.r.l.
Via del Marmo 794
37020 Volargne di Dolce’ (VR) 

+39 045 7731328
colombare@colombare.it
www.colombare.it

industria lo bianco 
Marmi e graniti s.r.l. 

Viale Regione Siciliana N.O. 6685
90146 Palermo

+39 0916881199
daniele.stassi@lobiancomarmi.com
lobianco@lobiancomarmi.com 
www.lobiancomarmi.com

Marmi Colombare, a company with over 40 years experience.
Works with passion and consistency in the workmanship of 
marble, renewing artisan traditions to adapt with modern indus-
trial production.
Tiles-floors-slabs-cut to size-mosaics-mouldings.
Marmi Colombare….naturalmente marmo.

Our company is 50 years old and it’s specialised in marbles and 
granites. Our production lines are technologically advanced and 
complete, from blocks to tiles. We have got gang saws, bridge 
saws, polishing machines. Our processing are checked by our 
quality control system and we can sure high level of quality in 
the products, delivery and service. More than 40% of our turn-
over is performed in Northern Europe .We usually perform prod-
ucts for airports, hotels, resorts, public offices and mansions. 
We can supply tiles, basin top, external tiles for curtain wall 
and any sort of special works requested by designers. We can 
supply materials in polished, honed, flamed, brush hammered 
and sandblasted finishing.

INDUSTRIA MARMI E GRANITI
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menegolli giovanni 
Via D. Da Lugo 8
37023 Lugo di Grezzana (VR) 

+39 045 8801017
info@menegolligiovanni.it
www.menegolligiovanni.it

marmi faedo spa

Via Monte Cimone 13
36073 Cornedo Vicentino (VI)

+39 0445953081
info@marmifaedo.com
www.marmifaedo.com

The MENEGOLLI GIOVANNI  Company, founded in 1957 and 
located in one of the world’s most traditionally important marble 
and granite-processing zones, enjoys more than six decades of 
experience working with granite.

A growing market has led this Company to further develop its 
expertise in this fascinating sector. Today the MENEGOLLI 
GIOVANNI Company can offer a complete variety of products 
in a vast range of materials, supplying slabs, flooring, special 
work-pieces and modul-granite.

Marmi Faedo is an Italian company since 3 generation who 
work all kind of natural stone, but we own, from multiple gener-
ation, a quarry of our exclusive GROLLA, a very hard stone with 
amazing and unique technical characteristics.

GROLLA is unique because it’s quarried inside an old Volcano: 
water absorption is less than 0.3%, it  doesn’t stain, it’s not 
attached by salt and chlorine, also  its density makes it resistant 
to air pollutants.

Because is so hard and dense, we can work in any kind of 
weather condition, do projects like exterior cladding, pavings, 
swimming-pool, do special cut to size, solid pieces  and in inte-
riors we can work also in 1cm thickness in big size tiles, do solid 
sinks, bath or anothing you want.

MARMI FAEDO
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piero zanella s.r.l.
Viale dell’Industria 13
37038 Soave (VR)

+39 045 7610 230
sales@zanellamarmi.it
www.zanellamarmi.it
www.marblessence.design

mondial marmi s.r.l.
Via Fabrianese 2/A
06134 Perugia

+39 075592181
alfonsotini@mondialmarmi.com
renzotini@mondialmarmi.com
www.materika.eu

Piero Zanella s.r.l. is specialized company in processing 
marble and granite for bespoke projects, as well as artistic and 
high-precision projects, with state-of-the-art machinery at the 
service of craftsmanship and human ingenuity. Many services 
are provided to our customers which can find solutions about 
home décor, inlay, massive carved elements, columns, restora-
tion and 3D scanning. 
Piero Zanella s.r.l. also owns four exclusive marble quarries: 
Ombra di Caravaggio®, Rosso Mantegna, 
Blu Masaccio Plavitok® and Perlato Angelico.
Our customers can relate with a single subject that offers a 
complete production process: starting from the quarry, through 
the manufacturing process to finished product.

Mondial Marmi is an Italian family business founded in 1957 
and is a leading supplier of the most prestigious stones from all 
over the world. The company mission is to provide the fastest 
service yet guaranteering professionality, excellence and a great 
customer service, Mondial Marmi also gives a traditional and 
innovative touch that enhances the services given, delivering the 
best products with Italian craftmanship.

Mondial Marmi is constantly looking for different and quality 
solutions, personally choosing the material in the quarry and 
travelling in search of the best materials on the market.
From this research Materika was born, a new Italian brand 
based on the Umbrian tradition in glazes that applied to our 
Umbrian Basalt give unique and always evolving finishes and 
colors, presented in different collections.
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ranieri lava stone

Via Vesuvio 174
80040 Trecase (NA)

+39 392 500 5011
info@ranierilavastone.com
www.ranierilavastone.com

pimar italian limestone

Via Manzoni 32
73020 CURSI (LE)

+39 0836483285
info@pimarlimestone.com
www.pimarlimestone.com

We provide natural and glazed lava stone surfaces, tiles, 
furniture and applications. We are one of the largest lava stone 
suppliers of the market. Creating unique objects on demand is 
the very core of the Ranieri business. We have a long tradition 
in making bespoke furniture, tile and accessories with the pre-
cious lava stone material. Colored glazes have become Ranieri’s 
signature trademark. Ranieri is the world’s only company pro-
ducing glazed lava stone for high end, custom interior design. 
Ranieri’s unique manual application of colored glazes elevates 
lava stone to a higher level.

Pimar  extracts and works the most beautiful Italian Limestone 
from its own quarries in Southern Italy, from about 150 years, 
working with top architects and designers worldwide such as 
Renzo Piano, Philipp Starck, Steven Holl, Alvaro Siza.
Pimar provides a full technical and manufacturing service 
for Architectural Design, for exterior facades and interiors. 
The technical department is at complete disposal to evaluate 
your project in order to advice on the best and cost effective 
solutions.
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semprebon vittorio e figli sas

Via Alcide de Gasperi 1
37015 Sant’Ambrogio di Valpolicella (VR)

+39 045 686 11 44
info@semprebon.it
www.semprebon.it

Semprebon Vittorio e figli sas is an Italian-based, family-owned 
company working in the stone business since 1950. 
The facility includes our own laboratory with machines and 
craftsmen able to process marble, granite, agglomerate and 
ceramic with proven skills and special care in their tasks.
The company’s objective is to yield an outstanding product, 
made by the skilled hand of artisans, taking great care in select-
ing the materials, their quality and the manufacturing process-
es, starting from the consulting and planning, through cut and 
finishing, to the packaging and shipment.
They are part of our business the manufacturing of every type 
of finished product in stone for interior or exterior use, such as 
flooring, facades, mosaics, stairsteps, bathroom tops, kitchen 
tops, tables and more.

Headquarters:
ICE – Agenzia per la promozione all’estero e
l’internazionalizzazione delle imprese italiane
Via Liszt, 21
00144 Roma/Italy
costruzioni@ice.it
www.ice.it

German Office:
ICE – Italienische Agentur für Außenhandel
Schlüterstr. 39
10629 Berlin/Germany
berlino@ice.it
www.ice.it/en



Italian Trade Agency

itaitaliantradeagency

@ ITABerlin_

@ itaberlin_

www.ice.it


